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1. INTRODUCTION 
After Zadeh created fuzzy sets in his classical paper [ 11, Chang [2] used 
them to introduce the concept of a fuzzy topology. In the present paper we 
extend the notions of subspace and sum to fuzzy topological spaces. Further 
on we investigate the hereditary and the additivity behaviour of C,, C,, , 
separability and of all the types of fuzzy compactness as introduced by 
Wong [3, 4). However, most attention is paid to the extension of the 
separation notions to fuzzy topological spaces. The key object in this 
generalization again is the fuzzy singleton as introduced by Goguen [5]. In 
[6] we already discussed our preference with respect to fuzzy singletons 
instead of Wong’s fuzzy points [4]. We obtain a very remarkable charac- 
terization of fuzzy T, spaces, i.e., a fuzzy topological space is fuzzy T, iff 
every crisp singleton is closed. By means of counterexamples we point out 
the non-coincidence of the different notions of separation. Further on a 
detailed investigation of the additivity, hereditary and productivity behaviour 
of the different fuzzy separation notions is carried out. So we obtain a 
remarkable deviation from ordinary topology, i.e., fuzzy regularity is not 
productive. At the end of this paper we extend and examine the interaction 
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between the localized separation axioms as introduced by Dube and Misra 
[7] to fuzzy topological spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be an ordinary nonempty set. A fuzzy set A on X is a mapping from 
X into the closed unit interval [0, 1 ] of the real line, associating with each x 
of X its grade of membership A(x) in A. It is well known that the unit 
interval as codomain may be replaced by an arbitrary completely distributive 
lattice with order reversing involution [5]. As usual, # and X denote the 
fuzzy sets given by 4(X) = 0, Vx E X and X(x) = 1, Vx E X. Equality of two 
fuzzy sets A and B on X is determined by the usual equality condition for . . mappings, i.e., 
A = B o (Vx E X)@(x) = B(x)). 
A fuzzy set A on X is said to be a subset of a fuzzy set B on X written 
A s B, iff (Vx E X)(A(x) <B(x)). For an arbitrary fuzzy set A on X the 
(ordinary) set 
is called the fuzzy power class of A and is denoted by y(A). In case A =X 
holds, we obtain the fuzzy power class of the universe as introduced by 
Kaufmann [8]. As outlined by R. Bellman and M. Giertz [9] the most 
natural choice for the elementary operations on fuzzy sets Ai on X are given 
by 
U Ai(x)=sup{Ai(x)IiEI}, VxEX 
ieI 
n A,(x) = inf{Ai(x) 1 i E I}, VXEX 
ieI 
where I denotes an arbitrary index set. The complement co A of a fuzzy set A 
on X is given by co A(x) = 1 -A(x), Vx E X. The relative complement co, A 
of a fuzzy set A in X with respect o an ordinary subset M of X is defined by 
co, A = Mn co A. One easily verities the property: co,(co, A) = Mn A, 
VA E z(X). 
A fuzzy set on X is afuzzy singleton iff it takes the value 0 for all points x 
in X except one; the point in which a fuzzy singleton takes the nonzero value 
will be called the support of the singleton and the corresponding element of 
[0, 1 ] its value. Fuzzy singletons will be denoted by lower-case letters p, q,... . 
A fuzzy singleton p with support x0 is called a proper subset of A (notation: 
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p c A) iff p(xJ ( ,4(x,). If we make no difference between an ordinary 
subset of a universe and its characteristic function, then every ordinary 
subset can be considered as a fuzzy set in the universe. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A fuzzy topology on the set X is an ordinary subclass T 
of .a(X) satisfying the conditions 
#Et and XET 
O,E~AO,Es~O,no,Er 





where I is an arbitrary index set and A stands for logical conjunction. The 
pair (X, 7) with r a fuzzy topology on X is called a fuzzy topological space 
(fts). The elements of r will be called r-open fuzzy sets on X (or more briefly 
open fuzzy sets) and their complements are the closed fuzzy sets, i.e., F is 
closed iff co F is open. When the universe X carries an ordinary topology T 
there is a simple fuzzy topology on X associated with T, namely, the class of 
all lower semicontinuous mappings between (X, r> and ([0, I], Te) with Te 
the natural euclidean topology on [0, 11. This fuzzy topology is called by F. 
Conrad [ 121 the natural fuzzy topology on X associated with the ordinary 
topology T. The closure cl-4 and the interior int A of a fuzzy set A in a 
fts (X, r) are defined by 
ClA=n (FIcoFEtAA&F} 
intA=u (OIOErAOGA}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Consider two ordinary sets X and Y, a fuzzy set A in 
X, a fuzzy set B in Y, and a mapping f from X into Y. The direct image of A 
under f is the fuzzy set f (A) in Y given by 
f(A): Y+ 10, 11 
Yt-+-,o, VY E Y\wdf > 
Y - wV(x)lxEf -‘({vl)L VY E rndf 1. 
The inverse image of B under f is the fuzzy set f -I (B) in X given by 
f-‘(B): X-, [0, l] 
x++B(f(x)), VXEX. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let f be a mapping from a fts(X, 5) to a fts(Y, u). The 
409!102/1-13 
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mapping f is fuzzy continuous iff the inverse image of every u-open fuzzy set 
in Y is r-open or, equivalently, iff the inverse image of every o-closed fuzzy 
set in Y is r-closed. The mapping f is fuzzy open (fuzzy closed) iff the direct 
image of every r-open (r-closed) fuzzy set in X is u-open (o-closed). 
3. FUZZY SUBSPACES AND FUZZY SUMS 
The operations on fts’s are as important as fts’s themselves. By these 
operations we mean methods of constructing new fts’s from old ones. It is of 
interest to test the behaviour of fts’s under these operations. This section is 
delvoted to two of the most important operations: the subspace of a fts and 
the sum of fts’s. 
Agreement. Let M be an ordinary subset of X. If A is a fuzzy set in M, 
i.e., A E Q(M), then it is convenient to consider A as a fuzzy set in the 
superset X by setting A(x) = 0 for every x E X\M. 
Let (X, r) be a fts and M an ordinary subset of X. It can easily be verified 
that the class r,,, = {Mn 0 10 E t} determines a fuzzy topology on M. So we 
can put the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Associated with a given fts(X, r) and an arbitrary 
ordinary subset M of X we define the induced fuzzy topology for M or the 
relative fuzzy topology for A4 by r, = {Mn 0 10 E 7). The corresponding 
pair (M, tM) is called a subspace of (X, r). A subspace (M, rM) of a fts(X, r) 
is called an open (closed) subspace iff the basic set M is r-open (r-closed). 
One easily varities the transitivity of the relation “being a fuzzy subspace of 
a fts.” 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (M, r,,,) be a subspace of a fts(X, r) and A a fuzzy set 
on M. Then we have: A is relatively closed tfl A is the trace of a closed set 
on X. Furthermore the 5, closure of A cl, A and the t-closure of A cl A are 
related by cl,,, A = M n cl A. 
Proof: Assume A = M n F with F E r’. Then coM A = M n co F and so 
A is t,-closed as the relative complement of a s,-open fuzzy set. Conversely, 
if A E y(M) is r,-closed then from the definition there exists 0 E t such that 
co,A=MnO and so A=co,co,A=MncoO, i.e., A=MnF, where 
F = co 0 being a r-closed fuzzy set. The remaining property can easily be 
derived from the definition of the closure. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A fuzzy topological property p is called hereditary 
(hereditary with respect to closed subspaces, hereditary with respect to open 
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subspaces), iff each subspace (closed subspace, open subspace) of a fts with 
property p also has property p. 
THEOREM 3.2. (a) The fuzzy topological properties C,, and C, are 
hereditary. 
(b) Compactness, countably compactness and Lindekjy property are 
hereditary with respect to closed subspaces. 
(c) Separability is hereditary with respect to open subspaces. 
Proof. (a) Let (Bi)iaN* be a countable base for a C,, fuzzy topology r. 
One easily proves that (M r‘l BJi, N* is a base for the relative topology 5,. 
(b) Let M be a closed subspace of compact fts(X, r) in the sense of 
W,ong [4]. Furthermore, let (UJiEI be a r,-open cover of M. Then for each 
Ui there exists a Oi E r such that lJi = M n Oi. From M being a closed fuzzy 
set on X it directly follows that (Oi)ie, U co M is a r-open cover of X. 
(c) Let M be an open subspace of a separable fts(X, r) and (pi)iEN* be 
a sequence of fuzzy singletons such that for every nonvoid set 0 E r there is 
some pi which is a proper subset of 0. Since A4 is an open subspace every rN- 
open fuzzy set U is r-open. Consequently for every U E 7, there is some pi 
which is a proper subset of U. Clearly (pi)iEN. is a sequence of fuzzy 
singletons in M such that for every nonempty r,-open fuzzy set U there is 
some pi for which pi c U holds. 
Let ((Xi, 7i))iel be a family of pairwise disjoint fts’s. Consider the set 
X = IJiG, Xi and the class 
@ Zi= (0 IO E y(X) A (ViE Z)(OflXiE 7j)}, 
id 
It is easily seen that the last class defines a fuzzy topology on X. So the 
following definition makes sense. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The fuzzy topology OiEI ri described above is called 
the sum fuzzy topology on X and the corresponding pair (X, GJi,, 7i) is called 
the sum fts of the family ((Xi, ri))iel. As usual we use the notation OislXi 
to denote the sum fts. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let Gie,Xi be the sum fts of the family ((Xi, Zi))iE,* 
Then a fuzzy set A on X = Ui,, Xi is oi,, s+losed lyf the intersection 
Xi n A is ti-closed for every i E I. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the equality 
XincoA=xi\(xinA). 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Every Xi is a clopen subspace of the sum fts OiEr Xi. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let ((Xi, z~))~~, be a family ofpairwise disjoint fts’s. For 
every i E I let M, be a subspace of Xi. Then the two fuzzy topologies defined 
for the set M = Ui6t Mi, viz., the sum fuzzy topology of the subspaces 
((Mi, ri/Mi))ie, and the relative fuzzy topology of the subspace M of 
oi,, Xi, coincide. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let X be a fts such that it can be represented as the 
union of a family ((Xi, zi))icr of p airwise disjoint open subspaces. Then 
x= @,,,Xi. 
Proof If 0 is open in X then Xi n 0 is open in the subspace Xi for every 
i E I and so 0 is open in @&Xi. Conversely if 0 is open in OiE1 Xi then 
Xi n 0 is open in X, for every i E I. But for every i E I, Xi is open in X, so 
Xi n 0 is open in X. This implies that 0 = Ui,, (Xi n 0) is open in X. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let (Xi)ipr be a family of pairwise disjoint fts’s. 
Furthermore, let I = UjSJ Ii, where Ij n Ij, = 0 for j f j’. Then we have 
Oiel xi = Oj~J(Oi~~jxi)* 
DEFINITION 3.4. A fuzzy topological property p is additive (finitely 
additive, countably additive) iff the sum OiE1 X, of every (every finite, every 
countable) family (Xi)iE1 of pairwise disjoint fts’s enjoying property p also 
has property p. 
THEOREM 3.6. (a) Locally compactness and C, are additive. 
(b) Compactness and Lindelof property are finitely additive. 
(c) Countably compactness and C,, are countably additive. 
Proof, (a) Let p be a fuzzy singleton in Ui,, Xi with value less than 1 
and (Xi)ier a family of pairwise disjoint locally compact fts’s. Then there 
exists a unique index j in I so that p c Xj holds. Since Xj is locally compact, 
there is a rj-open and compact fuzzy set U possessing p as a proper subset. 
Since each rj-open (resp. rj-compact) fuzzy set is a ei,, r,-open (resp. 
Oicl ri-compact) fuzzy set, it follows that Oi,, Xi is locally compact. The C, 
additivity is proved quite similarly. 
(b) Let (Xi)ie, be a finite family of pairwise disjoint compact fts’s. Let 
ZV be a eiEc r,-open cover of X = UiEl Xi. Then for every i E I the 
collection {Xi n VI VE F} is a ti-open cover of the compact fts Xi. Hence 
there exists a finite subcover q = {Xi n Vii, Xi n Vi,,..., Xi n Vi,J of Xi. 
Then 2? = {V,, ( a E I A p E {l,..., n, 1) is a finite subcover of Y. 
(c) Let (Xi)ier be a countable family of pairwise disjoint C,, fts’s and 
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Vi>ieI a family of corresponding countable bases for (ti)iC,. The family 
P = 1% I Fi E I)(% E Pi> I is countable as the union of a countable family of 
countable sets. One easily verities that p is also a base for GJiE1 ri. 
4. SEPARATION AXIOMS 
As a basic principle in the introduction of a new fuzzy notion we state 
that it should be in such a way that it reduces to the usual notion in the crisp 
case. So, to extend the notion of T,-axioms to fts’s we have to choose a 
notion of fuzzy disjointness that agrees with ordinary set theoretic 
disjointness in the crisp case. In ordinary set theory we have 
However, this equivalency is no longer valid for fuzzy sets; indeed, only the 
implication 
holds. These considerations lead to the following definitions. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A fuzzy topological space is said to be: 
1. FT,, iff for every pair of fuzzy singletons p, and pz with different 
supports, there exists an open fuzzy set 0 such that p, E 0 c cop, or 
p,Goccop,; 
2. FT, iff for every pair of fuzzy singletons p, and pz with different 
supports, there exist open fuzzy sets 0, and 0, such that p, G 0, E cop, 
and pz G 0, C cop, ; 
3. FT, (strong FT,) iff every fuzzy singleton is a closed fuzzy set; 
4. FT, (F-Hausdorff) iff for every pair of fuzzy singletons p, and p2 
with different supports, there exist open fuzzy sets 0, and 0, such that 
p, c 0, G copz, p2 G 0, c cop, and 0, c co 0,. Or, equivalently, iff for 
every pair of fuzzy singletons pI and p2 with different supports, there exists 
an open fuzzy set 0 such that p1 G 0 G cl 0 G cop2 ; 
5. FT,; (F-Urysohn) iff for every pair of fuzzy singletons p, and pz 
with different supports, there exist open fuzzy sets 0, and 0, such that 
p150,~cop,,p,c0,~cop, and clO,~rco(clO,). 
From the above definition one can notice that the following chains of 
implications are true. 
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(1) (X, r) is FT, +- (X, z) is FT, S- (X, 7) is FT,. 
(2) (X, 7) is FT,+ * (X, 7) is FT, =z- (X, 7) is FT, * (X, z) is FT,. 
Obviously the notions FT, and FT, coincide for ordinary topological spaces. 
This is no longer true for fts’s, so we obtain another deviation from ordinary 
topology. However, we have the following nice characterization for FT,-fts’s. 
THEOREM 4.1. A fts is FT, iff every fuzzy singleton with value 1 is 
closed or, equivalently, lrevery crisp singleton is closed. 
ProoJ To prove the necessity condition we consider an arbitrary fuzzy 
singleton p0 in X with support x0 E X and value 1. For any fuzzy singleton p 
with support x different from x0, there exist open fuzzy sets 0, and 0, such 
that p,, G 0, E cop and p c 0, c cop,, . Since every fuzzy set can be 
considered as the union of the fuzzy singletons it contains [6] we obtain in 
particular co p0 = U, E COpOp, From cop(x,) = 1 -p,,(xJ = 0 we deduce 
COP0 = UPECOpO Op and thus cop, is open. 
To prove the sufficiency, let p, and p2 be any pair of fuzzy singletons with 
different supports x, and x2. Let, further on, q1 and q2 be fuzzy singletons 
with supports x, and x2, respectively, and such that q,(x,) = q2(x2) = 1. The 
fuzzy sets co q, and co q2 are open and satisfy the conditions p, G co q2 E 
cop, and p2 c co q, c cop,. 
THEOREM 4.2. For every set X there exists a weakest fuzzy topology 7 
such that (X, 7) is FT,. 
ProojI Let X be a set. Consider the fuzzy topology 7 on X defined by 
r = {0 IO E z(X) A supp(c0 0) is finite}. Clearly every fuzzy singleton on X 
is t-closed. Consequently (X, 7) is FT,. To show that 7 is the weakest fuzzy 
topology for which (X, r) is FT,, let u be another fuzzy topology such that 
(X, 6) is FT,. Let UE 7. Then supp(co U) = {x1 ,..., xn}. Consider for every 
i E {l,..., n) the fuzzy singleton pi defined by 
Pi(Xi) = co U(x,) and Pi(x) = O for x#xi. 
The family (pi)lC1 is a finite family of u-closed fuzzy sets. From 
CO U = U ;=, pi we conclude that CO U is u-closed. Hence U E u. 
By the following examples we illustrate the non-coincidence of the 
different notions of separation given in Definition 4.1. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Let X be a set and p. a fuzzy singleton in X. We define 
the operator cl as follows: 
ClA =A up,, VA E d?(x)\~ol 
cl d = 0. 
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One easily verities that this operator is indeed a closure operator and so 
generates a fuzzy topology r on X. It is easily proved that the space (X, r) is 
FT,, but not FT,. 
2. Consider a doubleton X = {xl, x2} and define a = {p 1 p is a fuzzy 
singleton on X with value not smaller than+}. 
p= {Ul UET(X) A rng UC [t, 11). 
The class t = {I$} U (r U/3 is a fuzzy topology on X. The corresponding space 
(X, r) is FT, and consequently FT, ; however, (X, r) is not FT,. 
3. The fuzzy topological space (X, t) described in Theorem 4.2 is not 
FT, . 
4. Let X be an infinite set and let p0 be a fuzzy singleton with support 
x0 E X. Let 
a = {Ul UE 9(X) A UkJ ~P,(%>l 
~={U]UE~(X)AcoUisfinite}. 
Then a U ,8 is a fuzzy topology on X. The corresponding space (X, r) is FT, 
bu not FT,+. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A fuzzy topological space is said to be FR (fuzzy 
regular) iff for every fuzzy singleton in X and every closed fuzzy set F in X 
such that p c co F there exist open fuzzy sets U and V such that p S. U, 
F c V and U E co V. Or, equivalently, iff for every fuzzy singleton p in X 
and for every open fuzzy set U containing p, there exists an open fuzzy set 
W such that p G WE cl W G U. An FR fts which is also FT, is said to be 
FT,. 
THEOREM 4.3. For every closed fuzzy set F in a FR fts and any fuzzy 
singleton p c co F, there exist open fuzzy sets U and V such that p 2 U, 
F c V and cl U E co(c1 V). 
Proof. Since p c co F and X is FR, there exists an open fuzzy set U such 
that p E U G cl U c co F. Clearly V = co(cl(co F)) satisfies the different con- 
ditions. 
COROLLARY. Every FT3 fts is FT,+. 
In ordinary topology we have that every regular TO topological space is 
also T,. However, this no longer holds in fuzzy topology and so we obtain 
another deviation from ordinary topology. We have only the following result. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let X be an FR-fts which is also FT,,. Then X is FT,+. 
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Proof. Consider two fuzzy singletons p and q with different supports. 
Since X is FTO we may assume p s U c co q with U E r. Putting F = co U 
we have p E co F with FE r’. By Theorem 4.3 there exist two open fuzzy 
setsGandHsuchthatp~G,FSHandclGEco(clH).Butq~coU=F 
implies that p c G, q g H and cl G & co(c1 H). Thus X is FT,+. 
Recently the separation notion of normality in fts’s was formulated and 
investigated by B. Hutton. One of us, E. Kerre, put the definition of a normal 
fts into a simple form [lo]. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A fts(X, r) is called FN (fuzzy normal) iff for every 
two closed sets F, and F, such that F, c_ co F,, there exist two open sets 0, 
and 0, such that F, c O,, F, E 0, and 0, c co 0,. A fuzzy normal fts 
which is also FT, is said to be FT., . Clearly every FT, fts is also FT, . 
THEOREM 4.5. For every i E (0, 1, s, 2, 24, 3 } the corresponding FTi 
property is hereditary. 
Proof: Straightforward. 
THEOREM 4.6. Fuzzy normality is hereditary with respect to closed 
subspaces. 
ProoJ Let M be a closed subspace of a FN fts(X, 5). Let F, and F, be 
two r,-closed fuzzy sets such that F, c co, F,. Since M is a closed subspace 
F, and F, become two r-closed fuzzy sets such that F, s co F,. Conse- 
quently there exist two r-open fuzzy sets U and V such that F, G U, F, G V 
and Us co V. From this it follows that Mn U and Mn V are r,-open 
fuzzy sets such that F,~ikfnU, F,sMn V and MnUGMnco V= 
c0,(Mn v). 
DEFINITION 4.4. A fuzzy topological property p is productive (Jinitely 
productive, countably productive) iff the product n,,, Xi of every (every 
finite, every countable) family (Xi)isr of pairwise disjoint fts’s enjoying 
property p also has propertyp. 
Wong [4, 1 l] proved the countably productiveness of the properties C, 
and C,, and that compactness, countably compactness and locally 
compactness are finitely productive. With regards to the separation axioms 
we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.7. For every j E {0, 1, s, 2, 2f} the corresponding FTj 
property is productive. 
Proof: Let us prove, for example, the case j = 2. Hence let ((Xi, Zi))i~l be 
a family of FT, fts’s and (X, 7) its product fts. Consider in the product space 
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X two fuzzy singletons p and q with different suports x and y. Hence there 
exists some index i, E I such that xi, fyi,, where pr,,(x) = xi, and 
Pri,(Y> =Yi,,. Defining Pi,(xi,) =P(X), Pi,(z) = 0, Vz E Xi,\ {Xi,}; qi,(yi,> = 
4(Y), 4iotz) = O9 vz E xto\ { Yi,l, one obtains two fuzzy singletons pi, and qi, 
in the space Xi, with different supports xi, and yi,. Since Xi0 is FT,, there 
exists a riO-open fuzzy set Ui, such that 
Pi, (= Ui, E cl*iO UiO g co,Yio(qio) 
with cl,, (U,,) the closure of Ui, with respect to the space (XiO, Zi,). If one 
takes ths inverse image with respect to the projection mapping prio, the 
inclusion is preserved and so one obtains 
p GPr,~‘(Pi,) S prl;‘(Vio) E pr,;‘(clxio Vi,) G pr,;‘(cOxioqi,) C CO 9. 
Since the projection mappings are fuzzy continuous we conclude 
U = prZ; ‘(Ui,) being r-open and pr,; ‘(clxi, Vi,) being t-closed. Hence there 
exists an open fuzzy set U such that p s U E cl U E co q. The other results 
are proved similarly. 
Unfortunately F-regularity is not productive fuzzy topological property 
and constitutes another deviation from ordinary topology. This lack again is 
due to the fact that the implication 
doesn’t hold in fuzzy set theory. However, this lack can be avoided in 
restricting the definition of the FR axiom by assuming that p is a proper 
subset of co F instead ofp E co F. However, this restriction is not convenient 
for our work. 
With regards to the examination of the additivity of the FT, properties we 
prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA. Let (Xi)iEl be a family of pair-wise disjoint nonempty sets and let 
X be its union. Let, further on, (Ui)iE,, ( Vi)ie, be two families offuzzy sets in 
(Xi)iel such that (Vi E I) (Ui G cox, Vi). Then U c co V, where U = U,,[ lJi 
arzd V= lJi,, Vi. 
ProoJ: Assume U@ co V. Then there exists an element x0 E X such that 
U(x,) > co V(x,) and hence x0 E Xi, for some unique i, E I. This implies that 
for i # i, one has U,(x,) = Vi(x,,) = 0. Now one easily verifies the following 
expressions: U(x,) = Ui,(xO) and co V(x,,) = coxiO Vip(xO). And so the 
hypothesis leads to Ui,(xO) > coxiO Vi(x,), which contradicts UiO c cox ‘0 Vi,. 
NOW we are able to examine the additivity of the separation notions. 
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THEOREM 4.8. For every i E (0, 1, s, 2, 2;) 3, 4} the corresponding FT, 
property is additive. 
ProoJ Let @Ji,, Xi be the sum fts of the family ((Xi, zJ)~~, of pairwise 
disjoint FTi fts’s. 
(a) The cases i = 0, i = 1, i = 2 and i = 24 have similar proofs. 
Suppose (Vi E 1) (Xi is FT,). We have to prove that Oic, Xi is FT,. To do 
so we consider two fuzzy singletons p and q in X = Uisl Xi with different 
supports x and y. In case x and y belong to different sets Xi and Xj one 
easily obtains: p c X, E co q, q c Xj c cop, Xi E co Xj and Xi, Xj both are 
Ois, r,-open fuzzy sets in X. If on the contrary x and y belong to the same 
FT, ftS(XiO, riO) then there exist two riu-open fuzzy sets U, and V0 such that 
p~U,~co,~q~coq,q~V,~coxiOp~copandU,~co,iV,~coV,. 
From Xi0 being open in oiE1 Xi one finds U, E oi,, ri, V, E oi,, ri and 
hence the result. 
(b) The case i = s is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
(c) Let Xi be FT, for every i E I. Consider a Oi,,ri-closed fuzzy set F 
and a fuzzy singleton p _C co F. Assume suppp E Xi,, Since Xi? is FR there 
exists U E ri, such that p E U G clU c Xi, n co F. From Xi0 being clopen in 
&,,X, one finds U E Oi,, ri and clxiO U= cl U. And hence p c UE 
cl UGCOF. 
From (b) it follows that GJiE1 Xi is FT, too. 
(d) Let Xi be FT,, for every i E I. Consider two Oi,, ri-closed fuzzy 
sets F, , F, in X such that F, G co Fz. Then for every i E 1, Xi n F, , Xi n Fz 
are r,-closed and Xi n F, E Xi n co F, = co,,(Xi n F,). Since Xi is FN for 
every i E Z there exist, for every i E I, two r,-open fuzzy sets Vi and Vi such 
thatXinF,GUi,XinF,cViandUiGco,YiVi. 
With the above lemma one easily finds: F, c U, F, G V, U G co V with 
U= Ui,, Ui, V= lJi,, Vi. But U and V are unions of Oicrri-open fuzzy 
sets and so consequently U E Oicl ti, V E Oi,, ti. From (b) it follows that 
OiE1 Xi is also FT, and hence FT,. 
5. LOCALIZED SEPARATION AXIOMS 
In 1979 the notions of localized separation axioms in topological spaces 
were introduced by Dube and Misra. We extend these notions to fuzzy 
topological spaces in the following way. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let X be a fts and 4 a fuzzy singleton in X with 
support X0. The fuzzy singleton p is said to be: 
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1. FT,-distinct iff for every fuzzy singleton q in X with support x 
different from x,,, there exists an open fuzzy set U such that either 
pGU&coqorqEUccop; 
2. FT,-distinct iff for every fuzzy singleton q in X with support x 
different from x,,, there exist two open fuzzy sets U and V such that 
pGUGcoq and qC V~cop; 
3. FT,-distinct iff p is a closed fuzzy set; 
4. FT,-distinct iff for every fuzzy singleton q in X with support x 
different from x0, there exist two open fuzzy sets U and V such that 
p~UGcoq, qG V~cop and UGCO V, 
5. FT,l-distinct iff for every fuzzy singleton q in X with support x 
different from x0, there exist two open fuzzy sets U and V such that 
pSUGcoq, qc V&cop and cl U~co(c1 V). 
DEFINITION 5.2. A fuzzy topological space is said to be LTF, (localized 
FT,) at the fuzzy singleton p iff p is FT,-distinct. The fuzzy topological space 
(X, 5) is LFTi iff it contains an FT,-distinct fuzzy singleton. 
One easily verifies the following implications: 
(a) LFT, 3 LFT,, 
(b) LFT,; =j LFT, * LFT, * LFT,, 
(c) (X, T) is FT, o (V p, p a fuzzy singleton in X) ((X, t) is LFT, at p). 
The following theorem is now clear. 
THEOREM 5.1. For every i E (0, 1, s, 2,24} one has: 
(a) Let X be an LFT, fts at p. Any subspace M of X containing p is 
LFT, at p. 
(b) LFT, properties are productive. 
(c) LFT, properties are additive. 
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